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Across Down
1 describes a noun   (9) 2 group that makes the final decision in court   (4)
5 to fool someone   (9) 3 what the clock tells you   (4)
9 mass transit vehicle   (3) 4 YouTube statistic   (5)
12 both a metal and a container   (3) 5 what you're doing at an auction   (7)
13 preposition   (2) 6 penultimate word in the previous clue   (2)
15 below the grass   (4) 7 last letter of the Greek alphabet   (5)
16 Google's video call platform   (4) 8 animals found in Africa   (6)
18 what you type on   (8) 9 not good   (3)
20 opposite of "all"   (4) 10 male child   (3)
21 synonym of "awe"   (6) 11 homophone of "one"   (3)
23 word that starts a race   (2) 14 opposite of "always"   (5)
24 adverb, conjunction, conclusion   (2) 15 landfills   (5)
25 what creatures did to evolve   (7) 17 homophone of "two"   (3)
28 male pronoun   (2) 19 very thick string   (4)
29 grandfather, informal, as well as a sound   (3) 22 agreement   (3)
33 an area   (4) 26 the hardest mineral, plural   (8)
34 female pronoun   (3) 27 word used when telling people the time to come   (2)
35 someone who is always behind   (11) 28 female bird   (3)
36 informal greeting   (2) 30 air vehicle   (5)
38 energy drink; scary creature   (7) 31 similar in appearance to alpacas   (5)
40 complete disorder and chaos   (11) 32 vegetable that looks like a tree   (8)
45 larger than a town   (4) 36 come into contact with something forcefully   (3)
48 challenge someone to do something   (4) 37 to exist   (2)
50 to be, personally   (3) 39 pi, for example   (6)
51 preposition that tells where a motion will lead   (2) 40 something that is ordinary, usual, or default   (5)
52 a criminal case, when new evidence appears   (8) 41 make changes to   (4)
53 containers often made of cardboard   (5) 42 logic statement that allows for either option   (2)
57 lots; unit of weight for very heavy things   (4) 43 butterfly catching devices   (4)
58 a decade consists of ten   (5) 44 walk in rhythm; a month   (5)
59 disagreement, informal   (4) 46 pull forcefully and suddenly   (4)
60 four-legged seat   (5) 47 children   (4)
64 covers your scalp   (4) 49 what you put the golf ball on top of   (3)
67 what the British call a flashlight   (5) 54 musical instrument   (9)
69 insect   (3) 55 what a mummy goes in   (11)
70 to look for something   (6) 56 fruits   (6)
73 what you go down a hill on in the winter   (4) 60 synonym of "maps"   (6)
74 group of singers   (5) 61 type of invertebrate   (9)
75 goes on a stove   (3) 62 what most baked goods have done   (5)
76 cruel leader   (6) 63 you hear through it   (3)
78 spud   (6) 65 type of bridge   (4)
81 slithering creatures   (6) 66 farm animal that wakes you up   (7)
84 backyard bodies of water   (5) 68 someone sent to kill someone   (8)
86 the number of years you've been alive   (3) 71 this puzzle   (9)
87 sticky or slimy substance   (3) 72 inanimate object pronoun   (2)
88 something caused or created by nature   (6) 77 to have informed someone of something   (4)
90 a TV commercial, for example   (2) 79 rip   (4)
91 synonym of "wonder"   (3) 80 new grass   (3)
92 to be enclosed or surrounded by something   (2) 82 largest joint in the human body   (4)
93 to make a mistake   (3) 83 someone you don't know   (8)
94 a small circle   (3) 85 cereal grains   (4)
95 insects   (4) 89 something permitted by law   (5)
97 to get a scar   (7) 96 to rotate   (4)
101 related to the nervous system   (6) 98 emotion associated with the colour red   (5)
102 bounce in water   (3) 99 to be finished   (4)
104 jewelry, informal   (5) 100 valuable metal kept in bar form   (4)
105 slimy, slow-moving creatures   (5) 102 honey-making insect   (3)
106 opposite of "yes"   (2) 103 big animal found in forests; to endure something   (4)
108 green gemstone   (7) 104 what an archer uses   (3)
110 type of situation that causes embarrassment   (7) 105 beauty and health treatment facility   (3)
111 distribute cards   (4) 107 approval, acceptance, agreement   (2)
112 what you drive on   (4) 109 word used when referring to something of yours   (2)


